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Input conference time information of a conference and position selection range information of one or more terminals joining in the conference

The conference time information and the position selection range information are matched with pre-stored conference resource information; if the matching succeeds, the conference is successfully reserved; if the matching fails, the conference is not successfully reserved; wherein the conference resource information includes idle or occupied status information based on a time axis for all terminals and resource consumption status information based on the time axis for a Multipoint Control Unit (MCU)
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METHOD AND DEVICE FOR CONFERENCE RESERVATION

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present disclosure relates to the technical field of multi-media conference, and in particular to a method and a device for conference reservation.

BACKGROUND

A multimedia conferencing system is a remote communication system that supports bidirectional transmission of voices and videos. By means of such a system, users located at different positions can implement real-time voice and video communications having an effect which is similar to that obtained in face-to-face communications.

Standard organizations such as the International Telecommunication Union (ITU), Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) and 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) are in charge of formulating video conferencing standards. ITU has formulated several video communication standards such as ITU-T H.320, ITU-T H.323 and ITU-T H.324, in which ITU-T H.320 is for multimedia communication applications of narrow-band circuit-switched networks, ITU-T H.323 is for multimedia communication applications of IP networks, and ITU-T H.324 is for multi-media communication applications of very low-rate networks such as a Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) and mobile network. IETF is in charge of formulating the Session Initialization Protocol (SIP) and a multimedia conferencing standard based on the protocol. 3GPP is in charge of formulating standards of an IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS), and also formulated an IMS-based multimedia conferencing standard on the basis of the IETF standard. Besides the aforementioned organizations, other organizations contributed directly or indirectly to standards of video conferencing. To meet needs of product design and development, some enterprises formulate proprietary products and communication specifications that are for internal use, or make proprietary extensions on integration of developed standards. Video conferencing products can comply with one or more open standards or enterprise proprietary standards.

Divided by inter-operating interfaces of equipments, a video conferencing system typically consists of entities or devices such as a terminal, a Multipoint Control Unit (MCU), a gateway and a call controller. The terminal is an equipment used by a user, and one system typically includes multiple terminals. The terminal typically consists of a core codec and external input/output devices. The codec is in charge of pre-processing, encoding, decoding, post-processing of voice and video signals, network communication and user control and other processing. The input devices include devices such as microphone and camera, and output devices include devices such as sound system and TV. The terminal collects user’s voice and video signals, performs compressed encoding on the signals after pre-processing them, and then encapsulates encoded signals into data packets which are transmitted to far ends by networks; and the terminal receives data packets from the far ends through the networks, decodes valid data obtained from de-encapsulation, and plays post-processed decoded data for the user.

The MCU is used to implement multi-party conferencing communication. When a multipoint conference is held, a many-to-one connection is established between multiple terminals joining in the multi-party conferencing communica-
In order to solve the above problem, according to one aspect, embodiments of the present disclosure provide a conference reservation method including:

conference time information of a conference and position selection range information of one or more terminals joining in the conference are acquired;

the conference time information and the position selection range information are matched with pre-stored conference resource information; if the matching succeeds, the conference is successfully reserved; if the matching fails, the conference is not successfully reserved; wherein the conference resource information includes idle or occupied status information based on a time axis for all terminals and resource consumption status information based on the time axis for a Multipoint Control Unit (MCU).

Preferably, the conference time information may include a conference duration and an acceptable conferencing time interval.

Preferably, the matching may include: it is determined, among the conference resource information, whether there is a time window whose duration is equal to the conference duration within the acceptable conferencing time interval, within which time window there is at least one idle terminal in each position range according to the position selection range information of the terminal(s) and within which time window there are available MCU resources; if there is the time window, it is indicated that the matching succeeds, otherwise, it is indicated that the matching fails.

Preferably, the matching may include: it is determined, among the conference resource information, whether there is a time window whose duration is equal to the conference duration within the acceptable conferencing time interval, within which time window there is at least one idle terminal in each position range according to the position selection range information of the terminal(s) and within which time window there are available MCU resources; if there is the time window, it is indicated that the matching succeeds, otherwise, it is indicated that the matching fails.

Preferably, the time window may be determined by the following ways:

a starting of the conferencing time interval is selected as a starting of a first candidate for the time window and the conference duration is selected as a duration of the first candidate for the time window; it is determined whether the first candidate for the time window is successfully matched, if Yes, the first candidate for the time window is regarded as the time window, if No, the starting of the first candidate for the time window is delayed for an increment and it is re-determined whether it is successfully matched; and the delaying and re-determining are repeated until it is successfully matched or all conferencing time intervals are traversed completely.

Preferably, the method may further include: when the conference is ended, statuses of terminals joining in the conference and statuses of the MCU are modified to an idle status and saved.

According to another aspect, embodiments of the present disclosure further provide a conference reservation device including:

an input unit configured to acquire conference time information of a conference and position selection range information of one or more terminals joining in the conference;

a reservation unit configured to match the conference time information and the position selection range information with pre-stored conference resource information; if the matching succeeds, the conference is successfully reserved; if the matching fails, the conference is not successfully reserved; wherein the conference resource information comprises idle or occupied status information based on a time axis for all terminals and resource consumption status information based on the time axis for a Multipoint Control Unit (MCU).

Preferably, the conference time information may include a conference duration and an acceptable conferencing time interval.

Preferably, the reservation unit may be further configured to determine, among the conference resource information, whether there is a time window whose duration is equal to the conference duration within the acceptable conferencing time interval, within which time window there is at least one idle terminal in each position range according to the position selection range information of the terminal(s) and within which time window there are available MCU resources; if there is the time window, it is indicated that the matching succeeds, otherwise, it is indicated that the matching fails.

Preferably, the reservation unit may be further configured to select a starting of the conferencing time interval as a starting of a first candidate for the time window and select the conference duration as a duration of the first candidate for the time window; determine whether the first candidate for the time window is successfully matched, if Yes, regard the first candidate for the time window as the time window, if No, delay, for an increment, the starting of the first candidate for the time window and re-determine whether it is successfully matched; and repeat the delaying and re-determining until it is successfully matched or all conferencing time intervals are traversed completely.

Preferably, the reservation unit may be further configured to, when the conference is ended, modify statuses of terminals joining in the conference and statuses of the MCU to an idle status and save the idle status.

Beneficial effects of embodiments the present disclosure are as follows.

The method and device according to embodiments of the present disclosure can improve apparently the success rate of conference reservation, and can improve the utilization of equipment resources, thereby leading to an improvement on productivity.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a flow chart of a conference reservation method according to an embodiment of the present disclosure;

FIG. 2 is a schematic structural diagram of a conference reservation device according to an embodiment of the present disclosure;

FIG. 3 is a schematic structural diagram of a video conference system according to an embodiment of the present disclosure; and

FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram showing a way in which position information of terminals are organized according to an embodiment of the present disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

In order to solve the problem that conference reservation is not convenient in the prior art, the present disclosure provides a conference reservation method and device, and the present disclosure will be further elaborated below in combination with accompanying drawings and embodiments. It should be understood that the specific embodiments are only used to interpret the present disclosure instead of limiting the present disclosure.

In fact, when there are multiple conference rooms in a certain place such as a building, a user does not care about which conference room is to be used, and one unoccupied conference room can be selected therefrom arbitrarily by a system. By using such a rule, the success rate of conference reservation can be improved effectively. On the other hand, in certain cases, the user may not care about a time interval during which a conference is held, for example it is acceptable for the user whether the conference is to be held during 9:00-11:00 or during 10:00-12:00.
As shown in FIG. 1, embodiments of the present disclosure relate to a conference reservation method, and the method includes:

Step S101, conference time information of a conference and position selection range information of one or more terminals joining in the conference are acquired.

In the step, before being acquired, the conference resource information is firstly stored and maintained (updated); the conference resource information includes but is not limited to description information of terminal resources and description information of MCU resources. The description information of terminal resources includes but is not limited to terminal’s ID, hierarchical position information, and idle or occupied status based on a time axis. One of representation ways of terminal’s hierarchical position information is to express it using physical positions, the position information includes a subordination relation between the physical positions, for example one hierarchical expression of physical positions is: state-city-building-floor-conference room. One of representation ways of terminal’s hierarchical position information is to express it using logical positions, the position information includes a subordination relation between the logical positions, for example one hierarchical expression of logical positions is: department—conference room. The description information of MCU resources includes but is not limited to one or more of: port capacity and consumption, interface bandwidth capacity and consumption, total volume and consumption of video media processing resources, and total volume and consumption of video media processing resources.

The conference time information includes a conference duration and an acceptable conferencing time interval. The position selection range information of terminals joining in the conference is one hierarchy of the hierarchical position information.

Step S102, the conference time information and the position selection range information are matched with pre-stored conference resource information; if the matching succeeds, the conference is successfully reserved; if the matching fails, the conference is not successfully reserved; wherein the conference resource information includes idle or occupied status information based on a time axis for all terminals and resource consumption status information based on the time axis for a Multipoint Control Unit (MCU).

In the step, it is determined, among the conference resource information, whether there is a time window whose duration is equal to the acceptable conference duration within the acceptable conferencing time interval, within which time window there is at least one idle terminal in each position range according to the position selection range information of the terminal(s) and within which time window there are available MCU resources; if there is the time window, it is indicated that the matching succeeds, otherwise, it is indicated that the matching fails. Available MCU resources refer to MCU resources existing in a time window, which can meet requirements of a conference to be reserved and ensure the conference to be held on schedule. For example, the conference to be reserved needs 3 ports and a bandwidth capacity of 3M and a number of remaining ports is above 3 and remaining bandwidth capacity is above 3M, the it is considered that there are available MCU resources. Certainly, for example other necessary MCU resources such as CPU resources also need to meet requirements of the conference to be reserved, and those skilled in the art appreciate apparently what are necessary resources for a conference to be reserved successfully, therefore the detailed description thereof will be omitted in the embodiment.

The time window is determined by the following ways: a starting of the conferencing time interval is selected as a starting of a first candidate for the time window and the conference duration is selected as a duration of the first candidate for the time window; it is determined whether the first candidate for the time window is successfully matched, if Yes, the first candidate for the time window is regarded as the time window, if No, the starting of the first candidate for the time window is delayed for an increment and it is re-determined whether it is successfully matched; and the delaying and re-determining are repeated until it is successfully matched or all conferencing time intervals are traversed completely.

Regardless of whether the reservation is successful or not, a result is returned to the person making the reservation, and the result is a success indication or a failure indication and optional parameters; if the reservation is successful, the optional parameters include and are not limited to information of a retained conference room and conferencing room information; the information of the retained conference room includes but is not limited to one or more of conference floor ID, position information and call address; the conference information includes and is not limited to conference subject, conference start time, conference duration and call address.

When the conference is ended, statuses of terminals joining in the conference and statuses of the MCU are modified to an idle status and saved.

As shown in FIG. 2, embodiments of the present disclosure relate to a conference reservation device for implementing the above method, and the device includes:

an input unit 201 configured to acquire conference time information of a conference and position selection range information of one or more terminals joining in the conference;

a reservation unit 202 configured to match the conference time information and the position selection range information with pre-stored conference resource information; if the matching succeeds, the conference is successfully reserved; if the matching fails, the conference is not successfully reserved; wherein the conference resource information comprises idle or occupied status information based on a time axis for all terminals and resource consumption status information based on the time axis for a Multipoint Control Unit (MCU).

Specifically, the conference time information includes a conference duration and an acceptable conferencing time interval.

The reservation unit 202 is further configured to determine, among the conference resource information, whether there is a time window whose duration is equal to the conference duration within the acceptable conferencing time interval, within which time window there is at least one idle terminal in each position range according to the position selection range information of the terminal(s) and within which time window there are available MCU resources; if there is the time window, it is indicated that the matching succeeds, otherwise, it is indicated that the matching fails. A starting of the conferencing time interval is selected as a starting of a first candidate for the time window and the conference duration is selected as a duration of the first candidate for the time window; it is determined whether the first candidate for the time window is successfully matched, if Yes, the first candidate for the time window is regarded as the time window, if No, the starting of the first candidate for the time window is delayed for an increment and it is re-determined whether it is successfully matched; and the
delaying and re-determining are repeated until it is successfully matched or all conferenceing time interval are traversed completely. When the conference is ended, statuses of terminals joining in the conference and statuses of the MCU are modified to an idle status and saved.

The present disclosure will be elaborated below with reference to a specific embodiment.

FIG. 3 is a schematic structural diagram of a video conference system that supports a method according to an embodiment of the present disclosure, for the sake of clarity, supporting equipments the omission of which will not affect description of the embodiment such as call server, gateway and the like are omitted in FIG. 3; such supporting equipments are connected according to the prior art. Various equipments communicate with each other through a network, the network in FIG. 3 may represent multiple types of networks, for example, an H.323 video conferencing equipment communicates through an IP network, and if it is compatible to H.320, it communicates through a circuit-switched network. A video conference management platform (reservation unit) is used to implement functions including conference reservation, conference control, equipment management, user management, malfunction management and performance management. A conference management client (input unit) is used to provide an operation interface to an administrator, and the administrator, through the conference management client, types into the conference management platform related description information of conference resources and description information of terminal resources, such as terminal ID, position information, call address and the like; description information of MCU resources includes for example port capacity, interface bandwidth, quantity of resources processed by audio media, quantity of resources processed by video media and the like. In addition, the conference management platform may also collect resource description information by reporting the resource description information through a terminal and an MCU. A conference reservation client (input unit) is used to provide an operation interface to a conference reservation user, and the conference reservation user, through the conference reservation client, inputs into the conference management platform conference reservation information that includes parameters such as conference duration, acceptable conferencing time interval, position range of terminals joining the conference and the like.

FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram showing a way in which position information of terminals are organized, and the terminal positions are organized into a tree-like hierarchical structure. For the sake of convenience in expression, FIG. 4 only shows relations between first-level positions, second-level positions and conference rooms, and other level of positions can be used in practical implementation. A root node can represent a conference reservation system, the first-level and second-level positions are medium hierarchies, and the conference rooms are a last-level hierarchy. A complete position of a terminal is determined collectively by all medium hierarchies and last-level hierarchy, for example <first-level position 1, second-level position 11, conference room 112>. In one specific example using above structure, a first-level position represents a state name, a second-level position represents a city name, a third-level position represents a building name, a fourth-level position represents a floor name, and the last-level is a conference room.

The procedures for performing conference reservation using the above system include:

- Step 1, conference resource description information is initialized, and this process is typically performed in a phase when the system is initialized. For example, typed into the system by an administrator through a conference management client; resources are newly added or deleted during the use of the system. The resource description information can be stored in a database, for example terminal description information can be described by table 11 and table 12, wherein table 11 is used to store basic information of all terminals, and table 12 represents occupied statuses of terminals during different periods of time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Terminal ID</th>
<th>Position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Terminal ID</th>
<th>Start time</th>
<th>End time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The description of MCU resources can be done by table 21 and table 22; table 21 is used to represent capacities of all MCU resources, and table 22 represents occupied statuses of an MCU during different periods of time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MCU ID</th>
<th>Port Quantity</th>
<th>Bandwidth Capacity</th>
<th>Audio media processing capacity</th>
<th>Video media processing capacity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to facilitate recycling of conference resources, conference-related tables such as table 31, table 32, table 33<conference ID, , , , , , , > are established for a conference; table 31 is used to represent basic information of the conference, table 32 represents terminal resources occupied by the conference, and table 33 represents MCU resources occupied by the meeting.
TABLE 31

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conference ID</th>
<th>Start time</th>
<th>End time</th>
<th>…</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 32

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conference ID</th>
<th>Terminal ID</th>
<th>…</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 33

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conference ID</th>
<th>MCU ID</th>
<th>Port consumption</th>
<th>Bandwidth consumption</th>
<th>Audio media consumption</th>
<th>Audio resource consumption</th>
<th>…</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Step 2, a conference reservation user performs conference reservation through a reservation client, the reservation user inputs information, such as a conference subject, site ranges of multiple terminals joining the conference, conference duration, acceptable conferencing time intervals and the like, and submits input information to the conference management platform for calculation. Referring to the description of FIG. 3, site ranges of terminals can be selected from positions of any level, for example, when a building is selected, any terminal in the range of the building can be selected as a candidate for a terminal joining the conference.

Step 3, the conference management platform retains conference resources. The conference management platform deduces, according to parameters input by the reservation user and description information of current conference resources, whether the conference can be successfully reserved. The deduction method includes determining whether there is a time window whose duration is equal to a conference duration requested by the reservation user within an acceptable conferencing time interval, within which time window there is at least one idle terminal in each position range submitted by the reservation user and within which time window there are available MCU resources. If there is such a time window, it is indicated that the conference is successfully reserved, otherwise, the conference cannot be reserved. If the conference is successfully reserved, a terminal resource description table 12, a MCU resource description table 22, conference tables 32 and 33 are respectively updated so as to indicate occupancy of terminal resources and MCU resources.

In the description of embodiments of the present disclosure, some unimportant detailed information and optimized steps are omitted. For example, if there are multiple time windows that meet requirements during the reservation, the reservation user may be provided with an opportunity for selecting one time window therefrom; if there are multiple terminals that meet requirements within one position range, the reservation user may also be provided with an opportunity for selecting one terminal therefrom. Similar optimization measures should be considered to be within the scope of protection of the present disclosure.

It can be seen from above embodiments that the method and device according to the present disclosure can improve apparently the success rate of conference reservation, and can improve the utilization of equipment resources, thereby leading to an improvement on productivity.

Although preferred embodiments of the present disclosure are disclosed for purpose of illustration, it should be realized that those skilled in the art that various modifications, additions and substitutions are possible, thus the scope of protection of the present disclosure should not be limited to the above embodiments.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

Provided are a conference reservation method and device, wherein the method includes: the conference time information and the position selection range information are matched with pre-stored conference resource information; if the matching succeeds, the conference is successfully reserved; if the matching fails, the conference is not successfully reserved; wherein the conference resource information includes idle or occupied status information based on a time axis for all terminals and resource consumption status.
information based on the time axis for a Multipoint Control Unit (MCU). The method and device according to the present disclosure can improve apparently the success rate of conference reservation, and can improve the utilization of equipment resources, thereby leading to an improvement on productivity.

The invention claimed is:

1. A method for conference reservation, comprising:
   acquiring conference time information of a conference and position selection range information of one or more terminals joining in the conference;
   matching the conference time information and the position selection range information with pre-stored conference resource information; if the matching succeeds, the conference is successfully reserved; if the matching fails, the conference is not successfully reserved;
   wherein the conference resource information comprises idle or occupied status information based on a time axis for all terminals, and resource consumption status information based on the time axis for a Multipoint Control Unit (MCU);
   wherein the conference time information comprises a conference duration and a conferencing time interval; and wherein the matching comprises: determining, among the conference resource information, whether there is a time window whose duration is equal to the conference duration within the conferencing time interval, within which time window there is at least one idle terminal in each position range according to the position selection range information of the terminal(s) and within which time window there are available MCU resources; if there is the time window, it is indicated that the matching succeeds, otherwise, it is indicated that the matching fails.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the time window is determined by:
   selecting a starting of the conferencing time interval as a starting of a first candidate for the time window and selecting the conference duration as a duration of the first candidate for the time window; determining whether the first candidate for the time window is successfully matched, if Yes, regarding the first candidate for the time window as the time window, if No, delaying, for an increment, the starting of the first candidate for the time window and re-determining whether it is successfully matched; and repeating the delaying and re-determining until it is successfully matched or all conferencing time intervals are traversed completely.

3. The method according to claim 1, further comprising:
   when the conference is ended, modifying statuses of terminals joining in the conference and statuses of the MCU to an idle status and saving the idle status.

4. The method according to claim 2, further comprising:
   when the conference is ended, modifying statuses of terminals joining in the conference and statuses of the MCU to an idle status and saving the idle status.

5. A conference reservation device, comprising:
   an input unit configured to acquire conference time information of a conference and position selection range information of one or more terminals joining in the conference;
   a reservation unit configured to match the conference time information and the position selection range information with pre-stored conference resource information; if the matching succeeds, the conference is successfully reserved; if the matching fails, the conference is not successfully reserved; wherein the conference resource information comprises idle or occupied status information based on a time axis for all terminals, and resource consumption status information based on the time axis for a Multipoint Control Unit (MCU);
   wherein the conference time information comprises a conference duration and a conferencing time interval; wherein the reservation unit is configured to determine, among the conference resource information, whether there is a time window whose duration is equal to the conference duration within the conferencing time interval, within which time window there is at least one idle terminal in each position range according to the position selection range information of the terminal(s) and within which time window there are available MCU resources; if there is the time window, it is indicated that the matching succeeds, otherwise, it is indicated that the matching fails.

6. The device according to claim 5, wherein the reservation unit is configured to select a starting of the conferencing time interval as a starting of a first candidate for the time window and select the conference duration as a duration of the first candidate for the time window; determine whether the first candidate for the time window is successfully matched, if Yes, regard the first candidate for the time window as the time window, if No, delay, for an increment, the starting of the first candidate for the time window and re-determine whether it is successfully matched; and repeat the delaying and re-determining until it is successfully matched or all conferencing time intervals are traversed completely.

7. The device according to claim 5, wherein the reservation unit is configured to, when the conference is ended, modify statuses of terminals joining in the conference and statuses of the MCU to an idle status and save the idle status.

8. The device according to claim 6, wherein the reservation unit is configured to, when the conference is ended, modify statuses of terminals joining in the conference and statuses of the MCU to an idle status and save the idle status.